
Making month end 
easier with EVision
The end of the month can be a busy time for both commercial 
and finance teams usually involving the creation of cost value 
reconciliation (CVR) reports to assess various project’s financial 
performance. This can be a time-consuming process resulting in 
confusing data that is tricky to understand. 
With Eque2’s construction accounting software, EVision, automating 
processes means CVR reporting is more accurate and quicker to 
create, making the month end easier than ever before. Within 
this guide, we compare the process of how you may currently be 
creating CVR reports, to how they are created with EVision.

Collecting data 
Without EVision…
Without software, on-site teams must manually collect data from 
every project and enter the information cell by cell. This isn’t just time 
consuming (and ultimately costly) - the chance of human error is much 
higher, too, and if there are mistakes in the reports they’re of little use 
to you.

With EVision…
EVision automatically compiles the required information and 
populates the template with the right data. Plus, EVision integrates 
seamlessly with Microsoft Excel, commonly used to create CVR 
reports, so your on-site teams don’t have to relearn how to build a 
CVR report in a new programme; you can stick to using a format 
you’re familiar with.

Populating CVR reports 
Without EVision…
Creating CVR reports using data collected manually means that as 
a project moves on, however minimally, your reports are quickly out 
of date and fresh information must be collated. Without up-to-date 
figures, it’s impossible for commercial teams to build a strategy and 
inform future business decisions.

With EVision…
By automating the process of populating CVR report templates using 
real-time data from EVision, it guarantees you are always using the 
very latest data, creating reports that are as up to date as possible 
and offering you total visibility across every cost variance and the 
ability to analyse and drill down into the data from the report for  
in-depth insights.

Creating tailored reports 
Without EVision…
Building detailed, bespoke reports with numerous tiny variations, 
customisations and tweaks means manually creating CVR reports 
isn’t just taking far more time than is necessary; it’s also costing you 
money and taking on-site staff away from other tasks that would move 
the project forward.

With EVision…
Producing tailored, detailed reports is simple and straightforward 
thanks to EVision’s integration with flexible reporting tools such as Jet 
Reports. Working alongside other best of breed systems allows for 
seamless reporting and destroys data silos that may occur between 
on-site and office teams that can slow up a construction company.

Viewing project profitability 
Without EVision…
Drilling down into project data can be a laborious task and is easily 
ruined by human error, or simply missing what you’re hunting for 
could affect decision making. Without personalisation, it’s impossible 
to analyse data according to individual cost codes or fully assess 
revenue and costs in detail.

With EVision…
EVision’s CVR reporting allows you to configure how you view data 
to suit your needs, whether that’s in order to review the fine detail 
of collated information or simply adjusting a CVR report to match 
project requirements, all it takes is a few clicks.
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C O M PA R I S O N 
G U I D E Enterprise Contract Management - for Microsoft Dynamics

EVision makes monitoring and measuring project expenditure simple.
To find out more about how Eque2’s construction accounting software could improve your CVR reporting 

process, saving you both time and money, contact us today. Visit Eque2.co.uk
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